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Tena koutou. April has brought with it shorter days and a certain chill that hasn’t yet been felt during our 
time on the island - winter is coming and I am feeling apprehensive? Although sad, the end of daylight 
savings has a silver lining in that the sun comes up "earlier", meaning Darin doesn't have to start his 
daily commute in complete darkness. There has been plenty to keep us busy both on and off the Island 
this last month, the most newsworthy of which I have included below. Happy reading! 
 

Visitors, volunteers, and other comings and goings 
 
A small group of 5-7-year-olds from Whangarei Adventist Christian School came over on 26 March. 
Initially, the whole school was scheduled to visit but the group had to be significantly reduced due to 
last-minute parent helper cancellations. I prefer smaller groups for the obvious reason that it makes 
things easier, but also, because it means I have more of myself to go around in terms of talking to 
individual students, answering their questions, etc. One of the students had attended the FOMLI kiwi 
whakawātea a few weeks prior and so it was neat to connect the dots as to where these kiwi had come 
from and let them know how the kiwi were doing in their new Parua Bay home.  
 
Matakohe-Limestone Island hosted Onerahi Primary 
School’s teachers only day on 1 April. The objectives of 
the day were to re-establish/strengthen the long-
standing relationship between the Island and Onerahi 
Primary and to consider the different learning 
opportunities that the Island has to offer. Around 45 
teachers and support staff spent the day roaming, 
discovering/rediscovering. Some of the staff had 
personal connections to the Island that ranged from 
planting trees here as a child to having once lived in the 
Manager’s House. As our local school, it was great to 
connect with Onerahi Primary in this way and I am 
looking forward to hosting both teachers and students 
here again soon. 
 
The Island was lucky enough to be on the receiving end of NorthTec's new compulsory volunteer initiative 
for its level 5 Environmental Management students. Five students lent a hand on Friday, 16 April and we 
continued with the previous weeks' good work, returning to the scene of the Mex/moth/berry crime. 
Plenty more Mex was pulled and pods plucked. A couple of the students were familiar with the Island, 
with Ben having volunteered during Ranger Darren's time, and Maria had been a chaperone for the 2020-
2021 Limestone Island Ranger’s School Holiday Programme. It was great to re-connect with NorthTec in 
this way and hear about the highs and lows of their course so far. Thought of the day from me – “if 
volunteering is compulsory, is it still volunteering??” 
  



 
Volley day went ahead on 7 April with a smaller than usual 
group of 14. Most of us stuck together totackle a mammoth 
section of head high Mexican devil weed, infiltrated with moth 
plant vines and blackberry, located in the bush at the south 
end of the pā. It will take a few consecutive efforts before we 
can call it a day in this area, but I was pretty impressed with 
our initial progress. The objective is to knock the Mex spraying 
and, eventually to replant.  
 
 

 
FOMLI provided transport via the Island barge for the annual Golden Bay Cement wharf inspection on 8 
April. Thanks to Paul Doherty for volunteering his time as a qualified skipper and sacrificial pylon fender 
to the cause. 
 

Flora and Fauna 
 
Todd Hamilton from Backyard Kiwi came over on 25 March to help me find Sir Ed and hopefully change 
his overdue transmitter. We found Ed together with his mate Kahui whetu huddled at the end of a dirt 
burrow about the length of my arm, under a flax bush. As the Island is predominantly limestone, dirt 
burrows are a rarity, so it was cool to see the birds in this environment. At the time of writing my last 
report, we were suspicious that Sir Ed might be sitting on a nest. These suspicions were put to rest with 
no egg to speak of inside the burrow. We removed and processed both birds, changing Sir Ed’s 
transmitter before the battery died on his old one. These were the final observations needed for Todd to 
sign me off, and I am happy to say that I am now an approved kiwi handler! Thanks to Todd for all the 
time and effort he has put into training me up over the last six months.  
 
Lesley, Yagi the kiwi dog, and Todd came over on 2 April with the hope of finding a couple more birds 
for the upcoming kiwi release at Tutukaka. Despite an extensive search, we didn’t find any kiwi. This was 
possibly due to the previous night's electrical storm causing the birds to retreat further into the bush than 
usual and making them harder to track/locate. Lesley’s friend, Lois, volunteered her time to join us on 
the same day with her stoat dog, Tika. Tika found one area of slight interest but gave no overwhelming 
indication that stoats are running rampant on the Island (silver linings). Thanks to both Lesley and Lois 
for giving up their Good Friday to come and help us out. Much appreciated. Fortunately, I was able to 
catch two birds later that night with the help of Darin as a sheepdog, one Island-born female, and one 
four-yr/old male that are now living it up in Tutukaka. 
 
Todd made the call to postpone the kiwi whakawātea and release 
from 10 April to the 11th due to weather, and thank goodness he 
did! Todd, Rolf (NRC), and Cam (Tutukaka Land Care) arrived early 
on Sunday morning to round up the four transmitted birds. 
Everything went smoothly, with all four kiwi snug in their boxes by 
09:45am, allowing the humans time for a cup of tea and a korero 
before the whakawātea. The whakawātea and naming ceremony 

was carried by Te Parawhau Kaumātua, Fred Tito in front of a 
modest crowd under the trees on the Onerahi waterfront. The four 
birds were named Kotahi te ara, by the deaf community, 
commemorating 15 years since sign became an official language in 
New Zealand (this is the third trilingual bird to come off the Island), 
Tashi by the Tibetan Monk community - commemorating the 80th 
birthday of an elder, Awanui a rangi and Mango, both named by Ngunguru Primary. The kiwi were 
released into their burrows later that evening in front of a much larger crowd with a spectacular oceanic 
backdrop at the Tawapou Nursery.  
 

 
  



 
Cam, Jo and a couple of small kiwi admirers at the release 

 

 
In more kiwi news, Taheke Landcare and long-time FOMLI members Sandy, and Ian Page saw their kiwi 
dreams come to fruition after many, many years of hard mahi and planning, with 10 kiwi being released 
on to their property in Pataua North on 17 April. Although the kiwi did not come from the Island, we 
hope to provide subsequent “top-ups” in the years to come. A huge congratulations to everybody 
involved. I am looking forward to getting personal updates on how the kiwi are getting on in their new 
home as time goes on. 
 
With prospecting season upon us, ex-Ranger and seabird extraordinaire, Cathy Mitchell, came to give me 
some advice re the monitoring of our oi (petrel) burrows…the first bit of advice was that I should have 
started monitoring in March (doh!). However, looking back through historical data I found previous 
Rangers also began monitoring in April, and oi were still recorded as coming in between April and May. 
A few days after Cathy’s visit she sent me a text me to say she was on the Poor Knights and birds were 
still prospecting for mates and burrows there, so fingers crossed I haven’t completely missed the lottery 
on that one. There’s been no sign of our regular pair this year so far, and although plenty of sticks have 
been knocked down in front of burrows, only one burrow appears to have had any new nesting material 
added to it. Trail cam activity has only picked up a couple of cheeky blackbirds, and wriggling kiwi bottom 
so far.  
 

Pest control 
 
Unfortunately, our contract trapper, Hayley Sharp has left us to take up a full-time position at NRC. I 
would like to thank Hayley for all her hard work and her patience while I got myself up to speed with the 
job at hand. Good luck Hayley! 
 
Onerahi local, Paul Doherty has taken up the position of Island trapper and is already into the swing of 
things. Welcome, Paul! 
 
I have upped the security of our Knight Island buffer traps and, so far so good. Fingers crossed this helps 
to prevent any further traps going walkabout. 
 
My bright idea of changing the plastic snappy traps over to Victor traps fell apart as I realised most of 
the current rat trap boxes are too small/short, causing the trigger to get jammed when sprung (eye roll). 
Luckily Darin and I have a whole lot of left-over fence paling offcuts which I have been turning into new, 
fit-for-purpose boxes that I have gradually been deploying. Ross McKenzie has also offered to bang up a 
few boxes for me, I just need to take him the wood. 
  



 
Michelle Martin organised our annual trappers’ meeting on 14 April. It was great to meet those who have 
been working hard behind the scenes on the mainland to keep the Island safe, including our five Onerahi 
trappers, David who is self-funded and services the traps at Onemama and Tapu Point, as well as Sarah 
Hewlett and Chris Coffee from Hewlett’s Point whose property backs on to Knight Island.  
 
As mentioned, a while ago, I conducted our annual Argentine ant survey sometime in February and had 
dropped the specimen samples to Olly Ball at NorthTec for inspection. Olly has confirmed that there were 
no Argentine ants in the samples provided. Fab! Thanks again to Olly for his help and ongoing support. 
 
I put the call out at our last volley day for some new plastic drain coil. We use this for our rodent bait 
stations, many of which have gone missing or need replacing due to general wear and tear over the 
years. I would like to say a huge thank you to Rural Direct in Whangarei who provided us with a large 
coil, free of charge. And thanks to regular volley Dave for heeding my call and putting the word out there.  
 
I would also like to thank regular volley, Karen, for her donation of 5 sharp knives to our volley tool kit. 
Perfect for cutting out Moth plant vines, aye Karen! 
 

Future events 
 

Volunteer day on Wednesday, 5 May – pickup as usual Onerahi jetty 0900 
 
 
 
Cheers! 
  
Jo 
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